
LIFESONG STUDIO DANCE CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

BALLET & TAP COMBO is a fun class designed for ages 2-4 and is the perfect place to

begin loving and learning dance! By introducing and developing the basic skills,

terminology and movement of ballet and tap (all in a fun and disciplined environment),

we hope to inspire our young dancers toward a life-long love of dance! 

BALLET, TAP & JAZZ COMBO is a the next step (or beginning step) for young dancers

ages 5-6. Our BTJ classes are designed to develop a love and appreciation for dance

while growing in ballet, tap and jazz basic techniques. Having fun, developing dance

and social skills while learning to work together in a positive, supportive and

encouraging environment is our goal and commitment.

BALLET is an important foundation for success in all styles of dance. We encourage all

dancers to train in ballet! Our ballet classes are leveled according to a specific syllabus

and are not the same as school grades. Students and parents should not expect to

move up every year. Class placement is not that one is better than the other but

students are grouped together by what they need to work on, their level of muscular

strength, agility and control, along with musicality and vocabulary. Some students

need more time to develop these skills and strengths an order to perform the

vocabulary appropriately. Students should never feel that a step in a class is

unattainable. Our goal is to equip them with the proper training and technique to be

able to achieve and master the new step properly. They should be given time to master

the basics so that when they are given more complex steps they will be able to achieve

them confidently and gracefully.

*Dancers taking Ballet Level 3 and Level 4 are required to take at least 2 ballet classes

per week.

TECHNIQUE classes are also leveled according to the skills and needs of each dancer.

Classes consist of stretching, conditioning and progressions that are a part of

improving each dancer’s overall skill set. 

CONDITIONING classes are offered to focus on and increase flexibility and strength.

TAP is high-energy, fast paced and fun! Tap is one of the core fundamentals of dance,

that allows dancers to achieve a cohesion of rhythm and coordination while also

having fun.



JAZZ is a fun and energetic style of dance that uses music and movement to develop

strength, musicality and performance! Jazz focuses on specific alignment and

placement of technique as well as coordination and style of movement.

LYRICAL (contemporary) is a dance style that combines elements of ballet with the

freedom, fluidity and expressiveness of jazz and contemporary choreography. Lyrical

gives dancers the opportunity to express emotion and execute technique.

HIP HOP is a fun, age-appropriate and very high energy class that encourages

individual style and creativity while learning and developing coordination, confidence

and specific techniques.

PRE-POINTE & POINTE are advanced ballet classes geared for the serious, technical

dancer. Students enrolled in these classes must be taking at least two ballet classes per

week.

DRILL TEAM is designed for Middle School dancers and consists of leaps, turns, kicks

and drill team techniques needed for school dance teams.

LEVEL 1 STARTING STRONG
Level 1 dancers focus on building a strong foundation in dance with an emphasis on learning and developing
basic skills and work ethic. Designed for ages 6-14.
Level 1A ... beg 6-8 yrs

Level 1B … beg/int, 8-10 yrs

Level 1C … beg/int, 11-14 yrs

LEVEL 2 BUILDING YOUR SKILLS
Level 2 dancers focus on building on that strong foundation, perfecting the basics and adding more skills.
Designed for ages 9-18.
Level 2A … int, 9-11 yrs

Level 2B … int, 11-13 yrs

Level 2C … beg/int, 14-18 yrs

LEVEL 3 PUSHING YOUR LIMITS
Level 3 is for the committed, competitive dancer and focused on pushing your skills and technique to the max.
Designed for ages 13-16.
Level 3A … 13-15 yrs yrs

Level 3B … 14-16 yrs yrs

LEVEL 4 GETTING CREATIVE & SMART
Level 4 is for dancers who have learned and grown in the skills necessary to be successful as a competitive
and/or professional dancer. This is the time to make it artistic and personal. Designed for ages 13-20.
Level 4A … 13-15 yrs

Level 4B … 15-20 yrs


